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There is no doubt that 2021 has been a frustrating year for all.  HTCA NSW competitors understood 

that 2021 was done for the year, and many of us decided to spend the rest of this year attending to 

maintenance on our vehicles.  As a result, there were not many of us who could easily spring to 

action when the HSRCA kindly arranged a one-day event at Wakefield Park.  Numbers across all 

competing categories (Group N, Groups M and O, Group S, Groups J, K, L and invited SA, Supersprint, 

Formula Ford and Regularity) were modest – perhaps also due to the event being on a weekday. 

 

Seven HTCA NSW competitors with approved HTCA NSW sponsor signage on their vehicles decided 

to be there at any cost – and it became evident very quickly that, having tolerated the COVID 

experience for the year, one more challenge was going to face these hardy souls – the weather. 

 

Practice on 4 November 2021 saw Adam Walton, all too keen to have a drive, hit a greasy patch, and 

encounter a tyre barrier.  His car suffered enough damage for him to be ruled out for the one-day 

event.  Adam decided to stay and became, as always, an ardent supporter of his fellow competitors. 

 

Qualifying 

A total of 19 Group N cars lined up for qualifying inclusive of six HTCA NSW members lined up for 

qualifying first thing in the morning.  The weather was set to favour the smaller cars.  David Noakes 

Jnr in his immaculately prepared and presented Ford Escort RS1600 recorded the fastest lap of 

qualifying, with a 1:20.1515.  Brad Tilley, in his 1966 Ford Mustang qualified second, 1:22 seconds in 

arrears, and John Harrison (1965 Ford Mustang) a further 1:2 seconds behind.  Michael Rose (1964 

Ford Mustang) qualified sixth and Hugh Zochling (Holden Torana GTR XU-1) and Chris Dubois (Ford 

Escort) then followed. 

 

Race 1. 

Race 1, with 19 competitors.  Conditions suited the smaller car and David Noakes Jnr took the 

chequered flag, recording his fastest lap on lap 3 – a 1:20.0370.  Brad Tilley secured second place 

and John Harrison filled third spot.  Michael Rose improved by one, coming home fifth. Chris Dubois 

circulated consistently, as always.  Hugh Zochling failed to finish, as on lap 4, he spun out on the last 

corner leaving only one narrow line to get past for the remaining laps. 

 

Race 2. 

With a slight break in rain fall Race 2 again had a 19-competitor line up.  Much spanner work had 

occurred before the race began, with most competitors taking the chance to adjust, not of least of 

which was the Tilley garage, where adjustments to the 1966 Ford Mustang were undertaken to 

enable it to negotiate the wet weather, which prevailed.  David Noakes Jnr spent the break adjusting 

the volume control settings on his Ford Escort RS1600. 

 

Brad Tilley brought in first spot, pipping David Noakes Jnr by half a second, despite a big effort on lap 

6 when David Noakes recorded the fasted lap of that race - a 1:19.3278.  John Harrison again 

finished in third, Michael Rose fifth and Chris Dubois in thirteenth.  Hugh Zochling stayed the course 

for the full six laps, securing tenth place and consistently improving his lap times, eventually securing 

a respectable time of 1:23.8247 on the final lap. 

 

Race 3. 

Race 3, the final and arguably the toughest conditions of the weekend for Group N was conducted 

just before 3pm.  The winning margin was very slim – Brad Tilley prevailing over David Noakes Jnr by 



one one-hundredth of a second.  Hugh Zochling spun again in the “Fish Hook” with 2 laps to go and 

was unable to restart. 

 

 

Results were: 

1. Brad Tilley - 1966 Ford Mustang 

2. David Noakes - Ford Escort RS1600 

3. John Harrison - 1965 Ford Mustang 

5. Michael Rose - 1964 Ford Mustang 

12. Chris Dubois – 1971 Ford Escort 

 

Hugh Zochling recorded a DNF, after a mechanical issue with two laps to go. 

 

 

Special mentions go to HTCA NSW member Geoff Rose, who brought out his 1972 Holden Torana 

GTR-XU-1 and participated in Regularity at the event, and to Alexander Bland, who, having made the 

trek over the mountains from Yetholme to Wakefield Park, ably assisted his Dad, Quentin Bland, in 

the 1971 Ford Capri.  Quentin Bland secured two fourth places and a third place in the final race of 

the day. 

At the end of this one-day event, HTCA NSW members who competed were just happy to be out 

there doing what we love to do – competing in an Historic Touring Car – and the efforts of HSRCA to 

organise the event were very much appreciated by all. 
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